INTEGRATION

NUCLEUS &
ATTACKFORGE

Bridging the gap between penetration
testing and vulnerability management.

KEY BENEFITS
YOUR CHALLENGE.

Lack of visibility into penetration testing data when
making vulnerability management decisions.
Penetration data has traditionally lived outside of
Vulnerability Management (VM) programs - siloed in
arbitrary and static reports - making pentest vulnerabilities
impossible to track and analyze. As two separate sets of
information, security teams lack full insight into their true
security posture, making decisions on prioritization and
remediation without a complete risk picture.

OUR SOLUTION.

Nucleus connects your penetration testing data to your
vulnerability data for an integrated, holistic view of your
security posture.
With this integration, users can push real-time penetration
data from AttackForge into Nucleus with the press of a
button, providing VM teams with accurate pentest data
in a consumable format to be managed alongside other
scan results and risk information. This connection between
the platforms automates the traditionally manual process
of reporting pentest findings to the VM team – saving time,
simplifying reporting, and automating workflows in the
larger enterprise Risk Management process.

TRACK & TRIAGE EASIER.
All enterprise vulnerability
data sources consolidated
in one place.
SEE THE ENTIRE PICTURE.
Combine real-world pentest
vulnerabilities with scanner
data and DAST/SAST feeds.
SPEED TIME TO REMEDIATE.
See and action pentest
vulnerabilities faster, without
waiting for traditional reports.
TRACK & ANALYZE PENTESTS.
Combine AttackForge data
into Nucleus analytics engine
for deep discovery and trend
analysis across all known
vulnerability sources.
MINIMIZE FRAGMENTATION.
Avoid storing pentest data in
less secure sources outside of
centralized VM tools.
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EMPOWERING ORGANIZATIONS
TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THEIR
TRUE SECURITY POSTURE.
By combining capabilities, organizations gain a more accurate
representation of the security posture of their assets, enabling
leadership to make informed decisions when it comes to
remediation and prioritization. These benefits transcend
practitioners of VM or pen testing individually, extending to
the enterprise security team as a whole.

ABOUT
ATTACKFORGE
AttackForge Enterprise
is a Pentest Management
Platform. It brings Business,
Technology and Security
teams together to reduce
vulnerability remediation
lead times and increase
go-to-market speed.
AttackForge Enterprise
is proven – put to work in
large organizations to help
save direct costs, increase
visibility and reduce effort
on every pentest.

Nucleus Dashboard.

Nucleus makes the tedious VM process simple through
smart automation and workflow optimization, uniting the
existing tools in your security stack, including pen testing
tools such as AttackForge, in one view.

https://attackforge.com

Ready to get started?

Visit nucleussec.com/get-started
e. info@nucleussec.com
w. https://nucleussec.com
p. 1.855.235.6139

START A FREE TRIAL
AttackForge Dashboard.
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